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Aleksei Yurevich German’s film adaptation of Arkadii and Boris Strugatskii’s eighth novel, Trudno byt’ bogom (Hard To Be A God, 1964) has been critically acclaimed as the most intellectually and culturally significant, and certainly the longest-awaited, of any screen version of the brothers’ fiction. The 2013 film, also called Trudno byt’ bogom (its working title, Istoriia arkanarskoi rezni (The History of the Arkanar Rebellion) is sometimes appended as a subtitle), rivals with Andrei Tarkovsky’s Stalker (USSR 1979) and Konstantin Lopushanskii’s dystopian cinema as the most philosophical screen adaptation of the Strugatskiis’ fiction to date.  This reputation (established decades prior to its release) derives from both the original novel’s status as political allegory, and German’s status as possibly the most insightful, if enigmatic, auteur filmmaker of his generation. The Strugatskiis’ subtle linkage of thrilling sf narrative with complex philosophical questions and international literatureliterary classics lends their novels both cultural resonance and moral authority; their debt to gnostic and cosmist philosophy places their fiction in the same intellectual tradition as the works of Andrei Bely, Mikhail Bulgakov and Andrei Platonov (Howell 1994). Trudno byt’ bogom was ‘the novel that brought them recognition as serious writers […] such as Philip K. Dick and Ursula K. Le Guin’ (Dalton-Brown, 785), not only in Russia but (following its first English translation in 1973) internationally.​[1]​ Aleksandr Garros, a contemporary Russian journalist and sf novelistauthor, calls this novel ‘a surprisingly lucid manifesto for the intelligentsia’ (Garros).
The ‘maverick director’ Aleksei German Sr (1938-2013), considered by many to be Tarkovsky’s artistic equal, nevertheless remains little-known outside Russia (Dolin 2012; Bergan). Like his contemporary and rival Nikita Mikhalkov, most of his films interrogate both the memory and the reality of Russia’s Stalinist past, including the atrocities of the secret police and the Gulags (Etkind 163-71). Unlike Mikhalkov’s plot-oriented films, however, German’s dreamlike diegesis and incidental, often apparently chaotic action tends to challenge or alienate viewers, especially Western audiences. His most acclaimed films to date, Khrustalev, mashinu! (Khrustalev, My Car!; Russia, 1998) and Moi drug Ivan Lapshin (My Friend Ivan Lapshin; USSR 1986), have received negative or minimal Western publicity. Much of this neglect was caused by the long-term ‘shelving’ – de facto banning – within Russia of four of German’s six films; although he was never an explicit dissident, his themes and subtexts sat uncomfortably with the Soviet regime (Beumers). Trudno byt’ bogom (Russia 2013) ,​[2]​, posthumously released, was intended by German to be his final film and the consummation of his life’s work (Garros; Dolin 2011).
TBB’s combination of sacred text and inspired interpreter has inevitably provoked extremes of adulation (often from Russian viewers) and bemusement (generally among Western critics).​[3]​ It is a truism (renewed by every new adaptation of a literary favourite) that film versions of prose fiction tend to be ‘radically unfaithful’ to both plot and characterization (Kaveney 9). The Strugatskiis’ Trudno byt’ bogom, however, has enthralled generations of Russian readers not because of its characters or plot (essentially cognate to the faux-medieval ‘swords and sorcery’ chronotope of modern fantasy), but by virtue of its core ethical conundrum. This can be crystallized into a single problem: can violence be used morally, to avert or punish others’ violence and cruelty? The hero spends most of the narrative suspended between two kinds of moral compromise: tolerance of the cruelty he witnesses (the policy to which his training and ethics have committed him) and intervention against it (urged by his instincts). His dilemma might be expressed more broadly: are there universal moral values that take precedence over the cultural and historical parameters of a given society? And is it right for a neutral observer to impose these values, even if it requires meeting violence with superior violence and thereby nullifying the observer’s moral integrity? These questions are not unique to Trudno byt’ bogom; the Strugatskiis posed them in various extraterrestrial scenarios throughout their ‘Noon Universe’ sf series – memorably in the Maksim Kammerer trilogy, especially Obytaemyi ostrov (The Inhabited Island, 1969).  Moreover, they remain as relevant to today’s still-authoritarian, still-transitional Russian state as they were to the fragile post-Stalinist culture of the Thaw (1953-1964). Readers of the Strugatskiis might well wonder, not just how German’s TBB would reformulate the novel’s ethical dilemma, but what solution (if any) the director might provide for modern times.
This article will compare the Strugatskiis’ treatment of the problem of human injustice with German’s interpretation and resolution of the same issue. After briefly outlining the original narrative, I explore the very different production histories of the Strugatskiis’ novel and German’s film, commenting on their resonances with other texts, including Western sf fiction and cinema. I then compare selected variations in plot, narrative, and characterization between these two versions to argue that German’s conclusions are profoundly more pessimistic than the brothers’ original, almost picaresque sf romance. While drawing primarily on the book and film, I also reference two other iterations of the narrative – the Strugatskiis’ stage play based on their book, Bez oruzhiia (Without Weapons, 1976); and the screenplay co-written by German and his wife, Svetlana Igorevna Karmalita, Chto skazal tabachnik s Tabachnoi ulitsy (What the Tobacconist From Tobacco Street Said, 2006). I exclude Peter Fleischmann’s earlier film adaptation, also called Trudno byt’ bogom (Hard To Be A God; West Germany, 1989), on the grounds that Jean-Claude Carrière’s script degrades the plot’s focus to melodrama and action scenes (much as Fedor Bondarchuk Jr’s two-part adaptation of Obitaemyi ostrov reduced the latter’s ethical complexities to mere special effects and spectacle (see Khagi 2015, in this issue)). Nor did the Strugatskiis approve the choice of Fleischmann as director (Boris Strugatskii 241). Fleischmann and Carrière’s optimistic finale (in which an intervention by the human observers on the planet of Arkanar, misconstrued by its populace as a miracle, transfers political power to one of the few positive native characters) entirely undermines the Strugatskiis’ original ethical problem. (See Schwartz 2015, in this issue, for a more sympathetic analysis of the 1989 adaptation). Finally, I will discuss the critical reception of German’s film – a production so visually perturbing that, as in Umberto Eco put it’s modest opinion, it makes Quentin Tarantino look like Walt Disney (Eco 2013). [Fig 1: Guardsman leering at audience. Trudno byt’ bogom. Liuksor. 2014. ]
Writing Trudno byt’ bogom: plot and publication
The setting of Trudno byt’ bogom is consistent with the Strugatskiis’ other ‘Noon Universe’ novels: it explores the consequences of contact between a primitive human civilization on a faraway planet, and a representative of an ideal socialist supercivilization. The hero, Anton, a professional historian trained on Earth, embeds himself in the brutal and ignorant society of Arkanar as a typically dissolute and carefree nobleman, known as Don Rumata. In this role, he will carry out cultural observations while fostering the development of artistic and technical knowledge – specifically, by preventing the power-hungry monk Don Reba from imprisoning or assassinating intellectuals and inventors. At all costs, he must avoid harming or killing any human being on the planet. At the royal court, Anton tries with varying success to thwart Reba’s schemes of espionage and gruesome torture (the latter transpires in the ironically named ‘Tower of Merriment’ (Veselaia Bash’nia), undoubtedly modelled on the interrogation rooms and holding cells of Moscow’s Lubianka prison). At any one time, a handful of Earthmen are present in disguise in Arkanar and its neighbouring kingdoms; they can communicate with each other or request help from headquarters, but they must never disclose their real identities to the natives. As Anton/Rumata becomes increasingly emotionally involved with turbulent Arkanar, it becomes doubtful that the reader doubts whether he can preserve his cover, his neutrality, or even his life. 
When Don Reba orders a bloody coup – incidentally murdering Anton’s pupil, the young prince – Anton loses his professional objectivity. The sinister Grey Order, Reba’s personal guard, is overthrown by the fanatical Black Order to which Reba (now supreme ruler of Arkanar) secretly belonged all along. Reba has no serious internal opposition: it is historically inevitable that uprisings by local forces – such as the Pugachev-like peasant leader Arata – will fail without the technological aid that Anton is forbidden to supply. When soldiers from the Black Order, sent to arrest Anton, accidently shoot and kill his lover Kira, Anton discards his scruples and uses his superior physical strength and training to fight his way through Reba’s guards until he kills the monk. Belatedly, Anton is extracted by his off-world support team and conveyed back to Earth for rehabilitation. In the novel’s final paragraph, he appears to have re-assimilated the moral and social codes of his own society. The illusion of peace is spoiled by a rather cheapshocking visual effect in the closing lines: when Anton reaches out to his childhood companion Anka, she involuntary recoils, having mistaken strawberry juice on his hands for fresh blood.​[4]​ The Strugatskiis’ novel therefore leaves the reader with an ambiguously happy ending: Arkanar’s society is in disarray (but hardly worse off than it would have been under Reba’s tyranny), while Anton is officially forgiven his lapse and even authorized to return to work – despite his bloody hands.
The Strugatskiis first conceived the theme of Trudno byt bogom in early 1962 for a novel provisionally called ‘Sed’moe nebo’ (‘Seventh Heaven’), which Arkadii hoped to publish with Detgiz, the children’s literature press. It would be ‘a tale about our spy on an alien feudal planet, where there are two types of rational beings. […] [It] will be very sharply plotted, possibly very jolly too, full of adventures and jokes, with pirates, conquistadors and the like, even an inquisition too…’ (Boris Strugatskii 100).​[5]​ Only the spy and the inquisition would be preserved from this ‘jolly’ original idea. In a letter dated March 1963 from Arkadii to Boris, the tale continued to be ‘jolly and interesting’, with added detail: ‘Somewhere there exists a planet which is a precise copy of the Earth, maybe with slight discrepancies, during the era immediately before the Age of Exploration. Absolutism, jolly drunken musketeers, a cardinal, a king, rebellious princes, an inquisition, sailors’ inns, galleons and frigates, beautiful women, rope ladders, serenades and so on. And here in this country (a mix of France and Spain or Russia and Italy) our Earthmen, who have long since become total Communists, drop off a ‘cuckoo’ – a sturdy, handsome young chap with a fine fist, who is an excellent swordfighter, and so on’ (Boris Strugatskii 100-2). The ‘cuckoo’ was an observer for a terrestrial historical survey, which bribes the cardinal to keep quiet about the young man’s off-world origins. When the planet’s inhabitants discover a new continent full of fierce beasts, however, the cardinal successfully begs the terrestrial historians to send military aid in order to spare human lives. Unfortunately, after a bloody war has been fought, the ‘beasts’ turn out to be reasoning beings, and the misguided historians are reproved by an intergalactic committee. Arkadii intended this tale as a warning that even pure Communists can be corrupted, like the observer-hero, who ‘being in that environment, slowly but surely transforms into a meshchanin [narrow-minded provincial], even though for the reader he remains a nice, good-natured guy…’ (Boris Strugatskii 102). In April 1963, the manuscript was known as Nabliudatel’ (The Observer); by June, when the first draft was complete, it received its final title of Trudno byt’ bogom.
As Khrushchev’s premiership neared its end, senior officials and the media increasingly encroached on authorial freedom of expression; Boris Strugatskii’s account of the hypocrisy prevalent at writers’ meetings expresses his personal disgust at and alienation from the ideological climate (Boris Strugatskii 108-11). The end of the Thaw period was one of disenchantment for both brothers, although it was also characterized by the emergence of their mature style (Skalandis 271). This also explains both its sombre outlook, and its specificity to Soviet Russian conditions rather than to the blissful future Communism previously depicted in the ‘Noon Universe’ series. To the brothers’ own surprise, however, their new novel passed censorship with only minor changes (such as sf writer Ivan Efremov’s caution that the name of the villain, Don Rebia, be altered to Don Reba – the former being an excessively obvious anagram of the surname of Stalin’s infamous NKVD chief, Lavrentiyyi Beria (Boris Strugatskii 112)). Although rejected by Detgiz (on the grounds that the material was too ‘grown-up’)​[6]​ and by the journals Novyi mir (New World) and Moskva (Moscow), Trudno byt’ bogom was published by the then-liberal publishing house Molodaia gvardiia in early 1964 to widespread, and enduring, acclaim. 
The brothers’ attempts to adapt the novel for cinema are discussed in the next section; in 1976, they co-wrote a stage version, Bez oruzhiia: chelovek s dalekoi zvezdy (Without Weapons: The Man from a Distant Star), which was not performed until 1986 (the version discussed in this article). Arkadii Strugatskii, working alone, produced a second variant, Bez oruzhiia: vremia serykh (Without Weapons: The Time of the Greys) which has never been performed. Bez oruzhiia compresses the plot, opening with Anton’s arrival on the planet and assumption of his Arkanar identity; the first act immediately introduces Budakh (the mathematician and astronomer Anton has been sent to protect) and Kira, who will become Anton’s lover, as major characters (in the book, both remain incidental). Of various plot mutationsalterations, the most important is Anton’s off-stage death off-stage, in the course of a revenge attack on Reba undertaken with the peasant leader Arata and the slave Uno after Kira is killed. In the final scene, Don Kondor, another Earthman in deep cover who acts as Anton’s supervisor, seems to query his own policy of non-intervention.
Filming Trudno byt’ bogom: the production history of the film
By the Strugatskiis’ own testimonial, the film adaptation of Trudno byt’ bogom hads been entrusted to Aleksei German ever since the brothers first planned a screen adaptation in the mid-1960s. Boris Strugatskii describes a ‘pitiful’ situation, where several redactions of the script lingered for two years in various departments of Lenfilm, always meeting with objections, until the screenplay was finally rejected. ‘As a result of these editorial reversals,’ wrote Boris, ‘all the copies of the screenplay (which, in my view, was pretty good) which that I wrote together with Aleksei German and especially for Aleksei German, were irretrievably lost’ (Boris Strugatskii 241). German, interviewed by the film critic Anton Dolin, explains that his original work co-writing the screenplay with Boris Strugatskii in 1967 was interrupted when German was summoned to Koktebel’, in the Crimea, for military service. The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia took place on 21 August 1968. German received a telegram from the chief editor at Lenfilm almost immediately, advising him that the project was cancelled. When he asked why, he was told ‘“Lesha [Aleksei], forget about it. Forever.  Don’t you remember that in the story, some sort of Black Order invades Arkanar?”’ (Dolin 2011 xxx265; ​[7]​ see also Vail’ 2008). The parallel between Arkanar’s Blacks and reality was too keen.
German continued to express interest in directing Trudno byt’ bogom over the next twenty years. When he discovered, in the mid-1980s, that Fleischmann was directing an adaptation of the novel, he was given permission by the Russian Ministry of Culture to take over the project. Despite meeting Fleischmann on set in Kiev to discuss the film, German could not oust the West German director as the latter controlled funding for the production. Subsequently, the Ministry of Culture offered German a million roubles to produce an alternative adaptation. (Dolin 2011; xx). But at this point (the late Gorbachev years), German and his wife and co-screenwriter, Svetlana Igorevna Karmalita, no longer felt that the film’s message was in harmony with contemporary trends: ‘All is rejoicing and singing, tomorrow we’ll be democrats, the day after we’ll have no idea where to get sausage-meat, the day after that [Andrei] Sakharov will emerge. This absolutely failed to correspond even with the possibility of making a film about the gloomy Middle Ages and the arrival of fascism. All evil had been overcome! So we refused’ (Dolin 2011; 266 xxx). 
German finally began production in 2000, not coincidentally in the Czech Republic, at Točník castle. German’s perfectionist approach ensured that filming did not wrap until 2006; several of the original actors died before it finished, including the original cameraman, Vladimir Il’in (Corney). TBB remained in post-production limbo for an exceptionally extended period as German, ailing with a heart complaint, made the final sound adjustments. The sound recordings were finally completed after his death in February 2013 by the director’s son, Aleksei German Jr. The film was screened with an incomplete sound track before a select audience of Russian intellectuals and critics in 2008 – provoking the prominent critic and novelist Dmitri Bykov to enthuse that it constituted ‘the most valuable outcome of Russian history of the last decade’ (Bykov). Finally, after screening out of competition at the 2013 Rome Film Festival,​[8]​  the film became commercially available. The earliest published screenplay for TBB, Chto skazal tabachnik s Tabachnoi ulitsy, is closer to the Strugatskiis’ text than the final film version but does anticipate many of German’s key changes to the plot. The Earth-born observers retain their technological resources, such as a concealed helicopter, which they will lose in TBB. However, already in Chto skazal tabachnik Kira’s name is changed to Ari; Anton’s only Arkanar friend, the hard-drinking but chivalrous Baron Pampa, is killed (in the novel, he escapes to his estate); Anton chooses to remain in Arkanar, with just one ‘talkative and stinking slave’ (German and Karmalita 684) for company. [Fig 2: Death of Pampa. Trudno byt’ bogom. Liuksor. 2014.] The eponymous tobacconist, developed into a recurrent motif in the screenplay, is only briefly mentioned in the novel; he will recur vicariously in TBB as a touchstone for urban folk wisdom.
Hard To Be A God: the ethical dilemma
The Strugatskiis’ Trudno byt’ bogom opens with two epigraphs: one by Pierre Abelard, the second from Ernest Hemingway’s 1939 play The Fifth Column, set during the Siege of Madrid by Franco’s forces during the Spanish Civil War. Hemingway’s lines proleptically paraphrase Anton’s instructions from his supervisors never to reveal his identity or use his true powers, whatever happens. They will also reappear in the final scene of Bez oruzhiia, repeated by Anton’s replacement on Arkanar during his induction; they are cited in the opening paragraphs of Chto skazal tabachnik (German and Karmalita 612), although they do not appear in TBB. Hemingway’s protagonist, a Communist secret agent called Philip Rawlings, instructs a young recruit: ‘In this particular show you have to be armed to enforce your authority. But you’re not to use your weapon under any circumstances. Is that quite clear?’ (Hemingway 39). Later in the same scene, still waiting for orders, the recruit is mistaken for Philip and shot dead by a Fascist agent in mistake for Philip himself. 
Philip’s morally confusing role (in fighting the fascist Fifth Column, he is forced to act as a fifth columnist in his own society, while resisting the fifth column of his own recalcitrant conscience) highlights the overlap between Anton’s official position as a historian observing living history, and his real situation as a spy with a false identity. Vail’’s description of Anton as an ‘interplanetary Stirlitz’ (2006; 11) is apt.​[9]​ A scion of the American East Coast aristocracy, Philip has remoulded himself as a daring spymaster and assassin, although (like Anton playing an Arkanar nobleman) he acts the role of a rich, ignorant ne’er-do-well in order to conceal his true activities. Although ethically committed to Communism, Philip is tempted by the life he has renounced: marriage to a Vassar girl followed by endless holidays in the best Mediterranean resorts. Moreover, he is tormented by the moral contradictions in the life he has chosen: the absence of emotional ties, the omnipresence of torture and death, the necessity for constant deceit. Thus the instructions he gives to the doomed recruit seem as meaningless as they are hypocritical: they evoke a chivalrous situation that no longer exists. In the current ‘show’, weapons are emphatically for use; fear, violence and torture are the only effective weapons in the battle against absolute evil. Ironically, the recruit never has a chance to use his weapon before being shot. The Strugatskiis’ choice of this Hemingway citation, for those familiar with the play, immediately undermines the integrity of Anton’s idealistic operating manual.
In her review of the first English translation of Trudno byt’ bogom, Ursula K. Le Guin places the Strugatskiis’ work in the same category of sf writing as ‘Marion Zimmer Bradley, myself, and Poul Anderson’. She praises the novel’s ‘strong and rather somber romanticism’ for revealing ethical (and not merely political) problems afflicting ‘the general human condition’ (Le Guin).​[10]​  Yet Le Guin’s praise obscures one of the most problematic aspects of Trudno byt’ bogom’s reception: not only is it not strictly sf at allthe sf element little more than a framing narrative, its success with Russian readers (and German’s investment in the film) depends upon its reading interpretation as contemporary social commentary. Thematically, the Strugatskiis’ novel certainly invites comparison to one of Le Guin’s most famous sf novels, The Left Hand of Darkness (1969). Like Trudno byt’ bogom, this novel features a member of an advanced multiplanetary alliance, Genly Ai, representing his civilization on a planet that is profoundly ethically alien. Ai’s mission, however, is diplomatic, not scientific; and unlike Anton, he is not undercover. Like Anton, he falls victim to political schemes which he fails to foresee; unlike Anton, he is rescued and vindicated by a native politician (who, although Machiavellian, is hardly analogous to Reba). Finally, Le Guin’s novel ends on a note of conciliation and hope, as the planet’s civilizations opt to join the interplanetary alliance.
Comparison with The Left Hand of Darkness immediately emphasizes one of Trudno byt’ bogom’s peculiarities: this novel is only superficially science fictionsf, at least in the Vernian/Wellsian sense of imaginary voyages and futuristic science. Despite its setting on a distant planet and the consequent assumptions about space travel and the super-technology available to Earthmen, very few aspects of the contentdetails distinguish the narrative from the kind of historical romp Arkadii Strugatskii originally envisioned (presumably a Dumas père plot filtered through the socialist lens of Veniamin Kaverin). There are more ‘marvellous’ incidents and artefacts (in Todorov’s sense of the term)​[11]​ in the entirely Earthbound and contemporary Ponedel’nik nachinaetsia v subbotu (Monday Begins on Saturday, 1965), which the Strugatskiis were writing concurrently with Trudno byt’ bogom. The aliens in The Left Hand of Darkness all possess a unique biological difference from normal humans, a plot detail which reinforces the sf context while opening up a new ethical problem for narrator and reader alike. The Strugatskiis, however, explicitly stated that their new novel ‘describes in essence a certain period of time from contemporary history, only disguised as medieval’ (Skalandis 282, qting Strugatskiis). The inhabitants of Arkanar are never as profoundly differentiated from contemporary humanity as Le Guin’s: they are what we were.
The Strugatskiis’ avoidance of sf paraphernalia can be read as a calculated ploy to frustrate the reader and invite an allegorical reading of the text as a reflection on contemporary or recent history (Gomel) – or a blend of both, since Boris Strugatskii was openly concerned that Stalinist Russia was re-emergent in the post-thaw political atmosphere. Unfortunately, this strategy creates a paradox in the reader’s interpretation: despite the reality that ‘respect for the alien seems to be the ideological crux of the novel […] the inhabitants of Arkanar are not alien at all’ (Gomel 92). Trudno byt’ bogom’s The pretence motif of space travel in Trudno byt’ bogom is thus exposed as a conventional metaphor for time travel (into mankind’s past), which is in turn exposed as a convention – this time provoked by the necessity for Soviet-era writers to self-censor or resort to Aesopian allegory. The critical argument that ‘science fiction is in essence a time travel genre’ (Redmond 114), whereby the future scenario provides a simulacrum of or pressure release valve for the problems of contemporary civilization, also fails in this context. Redmond argues that ‘if the modern world produces a particularly acute identity crisis and existential schizophrenia, then time travel allows one to come face to face with one’s own doppelgänger, alter ego, or mirror reflection’ (114). But Anton does not meet a doppelgänger or historically mutated alter ego in Arkanar: he encounters himselffinds his true self (if we accept that Reba and his henchmen represent theby realizing the darker side of Anton’s his own character when he meets Reba’s henchmen on their terms). As the brothers’ letters testify, during its composition Trudno byt’ bogom ceased to be a jolly Three Musketeers adventure and became instead a deliberate reflection of their own society. Nikolai Gogol’s play Revizor (The Government Inspector, 1836) famously concludes by telling the audience that they are not laughing at the characters; they are laughing at themselves. The Strugatskiis’ novel arguably also leaves contemporary Russian readers confronted with their own identities – this timeeffecting the reveal through violence, rather than mirth.
A key moment of moral transition in Trudno byt’ bogom is Anton’s final conversation with Budakh, after he has rescued the latter from Reba’s Tower of Merriment. He presses urges the healer to specify what advice Budakh would give offer an all-powerful God, in order to make Arkanar a more perfect place to live. Puzzled by the question, Budakh responds with a series of requests for adequate food for all, and punishment for the strong and wicked if they harm the weak. Anton demonstrates the fallacy of each scenario with a Malthusian or Benthamite insight. Ultimately baffled, Budakh concludes, ‘Then, Lord, wipe us from the face of the earth and create a new, more perfect race… or, still better, leave us be and allow us to follow our own path’ (Strugatskie 2014; 198). Anton, with his concealed but nonetheless godlike powers, proves no more able to fulfil Budakh’s final request than he is to obey his pacifist training. Anton’s basic fault is (perhaps ironically in a historian) his inability to historicize cruelty: he cannot accept as necessary consequences of the Noon Universe ‘base theory’ that in more primitive societies, proto-fascist groups will arrest, torture and execute literate individuals, booksellers, and scientists with impunity, and that the innocent will suffer. He cannot casually label Don Reba’s atrocities, as does Anton’s supervisor Don Kondor in Bez oruzhiia, ‘ordinary medieval beastliness [zverstvo]’ (Strugatskie); to Anton, cruelty is never ordinary nor historically relative. German and Karmalita’s screenplay Chto skazal tabachnik captures the moment of Anton’s release from internal ethical conflict (with the death of Kira/Ari) as a necessarily joyful one, despite the circumstances: ‘[Anton’s] face appeared to be cross-etched in streams of blood. But it was a happy face’ (682).
German’s medieval dystopia: Bosch, Brueghel and nausea
Arkadii Strugatskii originally planned Trudno byt’ bogom (when it was still ‘Sed’moe nebo’) to reflect the gritty, pungent realities of pre-modern life: it would be ‘jolly and interesting, like The Three Musketeers, only with medieval piss and filth, like the way the women there smelled, and how the wine was full of dead flies’ (Boris Strugatskii 102). Arkadii’s aspiration was fulfilled by German in excruciating detail, down to the super-sized bug that a hungover Anton (Leonid Yarmol’nik) flicks out of his wine-cup in his very first scene. [Fig 3: Anton with his clarinet, flipping a bug off his wine-cup. Trudno byt’ bogom. Liuksor. 2014. ] Filth, mud, blood, guts and scatological babble are ubiquitous in almost every scene; worse still, the characters (many authentically shabby and starved-looking, others crazed) appear to have internalized the foulness of their surroundings. In an early scene, a random Guardsman smears mud across his face while staring at the camera; later in the film Anton, dressed formally as a knight of the realm, mirrors the gesture by smearing his own face with blood from a wooden spike, as if foreshadowing his descent to the same level as his adversaries. German credits Bosch, rather than Brueghel (a minor influence) as the chief aesthetic inspiration for the crowd scenes; many of the guardsmen sport circular helmets resembling those worn by some of the figures in Bosch’s The Garden of Earthly Delights (Hell). Random characters spontaneously break down the fourth wall spontaneously, to mutter, leer, or make gestures directly at the camera.​[12]​ [Fig 4: Anton smearing his face with blood. Trudno byt’ bogom. Liuksor. 2014.]
This unrelenting, immersive filth is an early signal of German’s intention to progressively exclude all the positive aspects of the novel Trudno byt’ bogom. The observers from Earth, for example, are no longer a powerful secret caste backed by orbital weaponry; they have disintegrated into a quarrelsome band of exiles, meeting in irregular conclaves where they ‘drank more than ever and fought with each other’ (TBB). Similarly, the inventors, poets and doctors whom Anton smuggles to sanctuary – supposedly seeds of the Arkanar Renaissance, in which he no longer believes – act like the inmates of a mental asylum; their most significant achievement is synthesising alcohol in order to get drunk. Anton ironically calls the brewer ‘Leonardo da Vinci’ (TBB). Cruelty is omnipresent, from the prisoner whose exposed buttocks are prodded with a spear in the opening scenes, to citizens thrust head-first into privies for the crime of literacy, and the ominous machines designed for torture and execution. As prefigured in Chto skazal tabachnik, Anton’s only native autochthonous friend Baron Pampa (Yuri Tsurilo) – representing one of the few apparent sources of hope for Arkanar’s future – is shot off his horse by numerous arrows; the camera rests for a long time on an anonymous soldier apparently’s efforts trying to tweak yank the arrows free from the corpse. Don Reba (Aleksandr Chutko) is given a major role, confronting Anton face-to-face relatively early in the film (Anton’s relationships with the royal family and with Reba’s lover are reduced or cut). While Anton/Rumata’s godlike powers are in TBB widely suspected, if not overtly known (his lover Ari (Natalia Moteva, playing German’s version of Kira) boasts that she has divine seed in her belly), he appears to have fully assimilated, or surrendered to, the atmosphere of filth and casual brutality. Only his surprisingly lovely clarinet solo in his first scene, and his later recitation of the first stanza of Boris Pasternak’s once-banned poem ‘Gamlet’ (‘Hamlet’, 1958), remind the viewer of his innate cultural difference from the people of Arkanar.
Unlike the Strugatskiis, who packaged their novel as deceptively conventional sf, German made no secret of his intention to reflect present-day Russia in his portrayal of Arkanar. While he rejected any suggestion that Don Reba might represent Vladimir Putin (suggesting that Putin, tasked with guiding Russia’s historical development, might be more usefully compared to Anton himself; see Garros), he unequivocally viewed the coming of Arkanar’s two waves of repression – the Greys and the Blacks – as analogous to everyday bureaucratic and political oppression in Russia. He explicitly states, in a 2008 interview with Anton Dolin, that conditions in Russia have not substantially or consistently improved between the late Stalinist period (vividly conjured in his earlier films) and the present day (Dolin 2011, xxx; 272). In her review of Chto skazal tabachnik, Iuliia Yulia Idlldis suggests that German and Karmalita’s obsessive attention to detail results from their desire to convey the ‘concreteness’ of formerly abstract concepts, and the presence in the here-and-now of formerly diffuse historical time. Idlldis argues that ‘abstract Greys and abstract Blacks do not exist; all of them are actual people, each of which has […] their own face and mannerisms’. Similarly, the chronotope of German’s cinema does not admit of past or future: it is always in the present.
Anton’s conversation with Budakh (Evgenii Gerchakov), newly liberated from prison, is almost identical with the text of Chto skazal tabachnik. In both the Strugatskiis’ versions, Budakh takes Anton’s questions seriously. In German and Karmalita’s versions, he is distracted by his own need to urinate. He answers Anton’s question, ‘“If you were a God […]”’ with the concise if irreverent reply, ‘“I wouldn’t have trouble pissing”’. [Fig 5: Budakh  preoccupied by micturation to detriment of philosophy.Trudno byt’ bogom. Liuksor. 2014.] When Anton asks him what advice he would give to God, Budakh replies, ‘“Then I’d say, crush us or, even better, leave us in our own rot”’ (German and Karmalita 673-4). TBB accentuates with physical comedy the conversation’s reduction to bathos with physical comedy. As Budakh struggles to pass water, the slave Muga clowns in front of the camera; Anton mockingly pours water from a flask to encourage the healer’s disobedient bladder. Whereas the Strugatskii’’s text allows intellectual understanding to develop between Anton and Budakh, German seems determined to destroy even the possibility of communication between them. At the end of the film, two of the other undercover Earthmen discover Anton resting after the massacre he has carried out. Reaffirming his decision to remain on Arkanar, Anton wryly tells them ‘“It’s hard to be a god”’ (TBB), and warns that the Blacks always succeed the Greys (a reminder of Reba’s progression from fascism to totalitarianism). Anton’s decision to remain on Arkanar, despite his acceptance of the futility of resisting historical inevitability (the Blacks must follow the Greys), could be interpreted as a genuinely hopeful moment. If so, it may be the only such moment in the film. Kharkordin points to Anton’s final actions, including the massacre, as a deliberate decision to reject godhood by destroying the observers’ attempts to amend Arkanar society by nurturing the hoped-for Renaissance: an anarchic choice which he describes as ‘very Russian and not at all Soviet’. Yet surely the opening scenes of TBB make it clear that the any Renaissance has long been merea fantasy, and that the lingering observers are in no condition to nurture anything. Anton’s rebellion is as meaningless as the cruelty he defies. German summarized his film’s difference from the Strugatskiis’ novel by arguing that in his version ‘everything ends in blood, whatever the hero does […] For the Strugatskiis it was simpler; their novel had communists [kommunary] from a fortunate, happy, civilized Planet Earth, people who know the truth and know how to act’ (Dolin 2011, xxx). While I would contend that here German oversimplified the Strugatskiis’ chronotope, whether deliberately or not, it is undeniable that TBB’s galaxy has lost expunged every trace of the fortunate Noon Universe. 
Despite – or because of – German’s deliberate pessimism, most Russian critics have followed the lead of major critics Petr Vail’ and Dmitri Bykov in bestowing extravagant praise on TBB – even to the extent of alleging, like the academic and critic Oleg Kharkhordin, that this film is somehow ‘more than a movie’. Mikhail Trofimenkov’s review of Trudno byt’ bogom in the major daily newspaper Kommersant is one of few negative Russian reactions. ​[13]​ He ranks the film alongside Nikita Mikhalkov’s (poorly received) Utomlennyekh solntsem 2 (Burnt By The Sun 2; Russia 2010) on the grounds that both directors are descendants of ‘Stalinist aristocracy’, obsessed equally with their past and with their ambition to make a single film that will sum up their life’s work. In both cases, Trofimenkov suggests, the films fail. Audaciously, he likens TBB to Monty Python’s medieval spoofs without the element of humour, and insists that ‘nausea is in no way an aesthetic category’: German’s panoply of foulness, stench and horror fails to reward the viewer. The majority of negative reviews, however, are Western, and most focus on the film’s nauseating and disorienting setting. Deborah Young, reviewing the film’s Rome premiere for the Hollywood Reporter, emphasized what she called the ‘stubbornly impenetrable’ narrative, ‘cluttered’ cinematography and, inevitably, what she terms the ‘yucky stuff’ or German’s ‘outhouse esthetic [sic]’: the blood, guts, mud and filth that cram the viewer’s field of vision the entirefor most of three hours. Umberto Eco’s review is guardedly positive, despite revealing his  own revulsion at Young’s so-called ‘yucky stuff’. Those viewers who succeed in unpacking the film’s message, he suggests, will gain insight into Russian society between the Stalin and Brezhnev eras. While Eco’s interpretation differs from German’s own, it is more nuanced sensitive than the majority of Western reactions to date.  
Conclusion: German’s film and sf heritage
One reason why Western critics struggle with TBB may be its radical reversal ofdeparture from the majority of sf film plots featuring an observer under cover on an alien planet. In genre classics such as Starman (Carpenter US 1984) or The Man Who Fell To Earth (Roeg UK 1976), the observer is an alien attempting to pass as an Earthling just like us. Although the alien’s sojourn on Earth frequently proves turbulent or even terminal, his superior technology and abilities brand him as a kind of ‘sky god’ (Ellis 153). The eponymous Starman leaves behind a legacy of compassion and hope for the future which will be exemplified by his child, unborn at the end of the film. In contrast, TBB sends ‘one of us’ – a terrestrial historian – to pass as ‘one of them’, that is, as a member of an alien civilization, thus reversing the traditional scenario; as a further complication, the alien civilization is more terrestrial than we might wish to believe; and hope for the future is minimal or non-existent.  A recent film closer to German’s plot arc is James Cameron’s Avatar (US 2009), where thewhose hero, a disabled soldier called Jake, uses advanced technology to assume the physical characteristics of the Na’vi, a species of giant humanoids inhabiting the rain forests of the moon Pandora.​[14]​ Unlike Anton, Jake has not trained for the role; he merely replaces his dead twin, who was a professional xenobiologist. The researchers who run the Na’vi project are increasingly in conflict with the military staff who both administer and defend the human enclave on Pandora. Far from acting as neutral observers of the Na’vi’s historical development, like the scientists monitoring Arkanar, the humans are prepared to destroy the chief Pandoran cultural treasure, the self-aware Tree of Souls, to strip-mine mineral wealth. Rather as German’s film intends to condemn the venality of Putin’s Russia, Avatar’sthe vilification of the military in Avatar may also be read as political commentary: this time on contemporary America and the ‘culturally informed tortures and attacks’ perpetrated against Arab forces and civilians during the Second Gulf War (Chapman and Cull 208).  Ultimately, Jake identifies wholly with the Na’vi, takes a Na’vi wife, and promises to project their culture from future incursions. This synopsis highlights the similarities between both plots;, their ethical implications are very different. While the Strugatskiis’ novel and German’s adaptation expose the moral weakness in both Arkanar’s citizens and the Earth-born observers observers(before collapsing them into each other), Cameron’s film idealizes the Na’vi at the expense of venal, brutal humanity. Unlike the inhabitants of Arkanar, who represent Anton’s bestial self, the superficially primitive Na’vi exemplify Jake’s spiritual potential. Moreover, the film ends on a high note of hope, with the human threat banished and Jake redeemed by his new-found unity with the Pandorans and their exotic biosphere. TBB forecloses on hope; Arkanar is no Pandora.
While contrasts with Western sf are illuminating, we should note that German’s TBB expresses important parallels with Russian cinema’s earliest sf classic, Yakov Protazanov’s Aelita (USSR 1924) (the screen adaptation of Aleksei Tolstoy’s 1923 novel of the same name). Like TBB, Aelita tells the story of a palace coup in a faraway world, where a longed-for popular insurrection provides the pretext for a new, equally tyrannical pretender to snatch power – here, the glamorous Queen Aelita, rather than the fanatical Reba. Aelita is as famous for its bold Constructivist costumes and set designs, emphasizing the exoticism of Martian civilization, as German’s film has become for its bleak focus on ordure. The protagonist of each film – Engineer Los’ in Aelita, Anton in TBB – flies to a distant planet in the hope of effecting positive change. Each man is outmanoeuvred by a cunning native despot. Both men, desperate to protect the opportunity for historical progress, kill their enemy. Unlike Anton, Los’ returns to earth and resumes his life where he left off (building socialist utopia). Like German, Protazanov was filming during a transitional time in Russia’s history; the year 1924 witnessed Lenin’s death, Stalin’s assumption of power and the consolidation of Soviet policies that would lead to the strict censorship, political persecution and forced collectivization programmes of the early Soviet period. Or, as Anton might have described it, the coming of the Greys. 
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^1	  Olena Bormashenko’s well-received new translation, Hard To Be A God (Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2014) is likely to replace the flawed previous translation by Wendayne Ackerman (NY: Seabury Press, 1973).
^2	  Hereafter, I will refer to German’s film version as TBB to avoid confusion with the novel.
^3	  Jay Weissberg’s Variety review – typical of Western reactions in popular media – called it ‘boisterous, overstuffed, richly designed and utterly incomprehensible’.
^4	  I am grateful to the anonymous peer reviewer who noted that Anton’s action (picking wild strawberries) evokes, particularly for Russian readers, an idyllic pastoral atmosphere. This makes the association of berry juice with blood all the more jarring.
^5	  All translations are my own unless otherwise indicated.
^6	  Skalandis 282, citing an a letter from Arkadii Strugatskii, dated 9 August 1963.
^7	  This citation is currently taken from an article in Teoriia i praktika < http://theoryandpractice.ru/posts/8073-german_dolin>, which reprints one of German’s final interviews from Anton Dolin’s 2011 book German: interv’iu, esse, s tsenarii. I would prefer to cite this book directly, and I am currently waiting for it to arrive as an Inter-Library Loan. This and subsequent Dolin 2011 citations are therefore incomplete.
^8	  At the time of writing in autumn 2014, no copies of Hard To Be A GodTBB are available through UK suppliers; in the continued absence of a version with English subtitles, there is no immediate prospect of cinema release in the UK. The film was first shown in US cinemas in January 2015 (Sul’kin).
^9	  Stirlitz is the hero of a the Russian cult TV series Semnadtsat’ mgnovenii vesnyi (Seventeen Moments of Spring; USSR 1973), about a Soviet spy implanted in the Nazi High Command as an SS-Standartenführer.
^10	  https://www.depauw.edu/site/sfs/backissues/3/leguin3art.htm
^11	  See Todorov 41-57.
^12	  For a detailed synopsis of the film, see Corney.
^13	  See Maria Engström’s article in the current issue for Russian neo-conservative critics’ perspective on TBB. 
^14	  There may be more than thematic overlap between Cameron’s film and the Strugatskiis’ fiction; in January 2010, Boris Strugatskii accused Cameron of plagiarizing the name and characteristics of Avatar’s moon Pandora from the Strugatskiis’ novel Ulitka na sklone (Snail on the Slope, written 1965), set on the forest planet Pandora. Strugatskii later withdrew the accusation (Nechaev).
^15	  The ‘it was all a dream’ scenario is peculiar to Protazanov’s film: in Tolstoy’s novel, the journey to Mars is actual and both main characters remain emotionally linked to the planet long after their return. 
